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EXPERIMENTAL RESUEL’S(1?AN INVESTIGATION Cl?TWO METHOES OF

lNI?LIGHTTHRUST MEASURE14ENTAPPLICABLE TO AFTERBIEUWW

TURBOJET ENGINES WI’THEJECTORS

By Harry E . Bloaner

SUMMARY

An investigationwas conducted in an altitude test chamber using a
turbojet engtie equipped with an afterburner and ejector to compare di-
rectly two techniques of determining thrust that are both applicable to

q flight tistallations. me msthti is the use of a swinging uncooled rake

~ at the eJector outlet. The other method re@res extensive titrumen-
tation to measure the mmentum forces of the primary and secondary sys-
tems sad the force on the internal surface of the ejector nozzle. The
two methods are compared on the basis of accuracy, ease of installation,
calibration required, and so forth. ComparismM are presented so that
the reader can be guided to his own choice.

.

IN’I!RODUCTICN
*

During flight tests of prototype aircraft an accurate determination
of the airframe drag is desired. b order to measure the drag in flight
it is necessary to determine the actual propulsive force. Several ex-
perimmts h thrust measurement have been conducted. The results of
these tests sre reported in references 1 to 6.

In view of the importance of flight thrust measurement, ~ investi-
gation was made durtig part of the performance evaluation of a turbojet
engtie equipped with an afterburner md ejector to directly ca.uparetwo
techniques of determining thrust that are both applicable to flight in-
stallations. One method requires extensive instrumentalion to measure
accurately the internal mcmentum of the primary and secondary systems~
the integrated static pressure on the internal surface of the ejector
nozzle, and the gecxnetryof the ejector. The second method requires only .
the integrated average of the total and static pressures at the ejector
outlet with a swinging uncooled rake.
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This report desls only with jet-thrust-measurement. “By applying
other instrumentation to measure airflows as suggested in reference 3
and by knowing free-stream velocity,the net thrust and therefore airframe
drag could be determined. Jet-thrust measurements alone are useful,
however, for comparisons of prototype aircraft powerplants on a day-to-
day basis during flight programs in which airframe configuration changes
are made. They also permit comparison of the jet-thrust level with engine
specifications.

The investigationwas conducted in an NACA Lewis laboratory altitude
test chamber. Thus, it was possible to measure actual thrust with the
balance eystem to determine the accuracies of the two techniques. The
engine is in the 10,000-pound-thrustclass. ~:,Thedata cover a range of
primary-pressure ratios frcm 2.0 to 10.35 and a range of “secondary-to
primary-flow ratios frcm 0.07 to 0.26 with the afterbuz-neroperating at
a prhnary ternyeratureof 3400° to 3600° R.

lNSTALL!lTIOiAND INSTRUMENTATION

Installation

The ejector installation is shown schematically in figure 1. In
this investigationthe engine was operated at limittig exhaust gas tem-
perature. Secondary air entered the test setup at an angle of 90° to
the engine axis so that no extraneous axial force would be-contributed.
The entire assembly was mounted on a bedplate supported by flexure
plates. Jet thrust was obtained frmn a calibrated null-type pneumatic
cell after accounting for forces due to a p&”ssure differential acting
across the front-bulkhead lab~inth seal..

InstrumentationApplicable to Thrust Measurement

Internal-pressuretechnique. - The basic ejector instrumentation is
shown h figure 2. Total pressures at statibns s and p and total tem-
peratures at s were computed as arithmetic averages since the probes
were located in equal-flow areas. As a part of another tivestigation,
the total-pressure drop from stations s-to x was measured as a function
of ps/Ps (symbols.aredefined in appendix A). This pressure-drop curve

is included in figure 13. Methods of calculation are given in appendix
B. Ambient exhaust pressure was measuedby’ four trailing
equa~y spaced around and 1 inch from the exhaust nozzle.
potentiometers gave an indication of nozzle geometry.

static probes
Slide-w-tie
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Instrumentation used for measurement of thrust with this technique
is itemized in the following table:

3

QLlmt ity Type of Nuuiberof Remarks
measured instrument instrllnlents

Primary total Total- 2t04rakesof6t08
pressure, Pp pressure rake probes each

Secondary Total- 4 to 6 probes
total pressure
pressure, F’s probes

Wall static Wall static- Axial rows of 4 None required
pressure, pw pressure orifices spaced 2 for cylindri- ‘

orifices to 4 h. apart cal ejector

lmibientstatic Trailing 2 to 4 probes in plane All tubes could
pressure, PO static- of ejector nozzle be tied to one

pressure 1 in. frcxnlip transducer
probes

Pr~ry- snd Slide-wire Claefor each variable: None required
secondary- potenticmeters primary-nozzle di- for two-
nozzle smeter, secondary- position noz-
geomet~ nozzle diameter, and zle and fixed-

spacing ratio shrmd
configurateion

Stice the facility pressure and tewerature measuring systems were
used for recording the steady-state data in this report, no transducers
or recorders were needed. For a flight tistallatim some remote means
of recording these variables would be required.

Swinging-rake technique. - The swing@g-rake details and actuating
mechanism are shown in figure 3. The rake and hydraulic actuating mech-
anism were supplied by an airframe manufacturer. The rake was mounted
tidependently of the engine in the test chamber so that the center probe
passed through the gecmetric center of the nozzle. An instrumentalion

. .

t
.-. .
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summary tncluding the type of transducers used for the swinging rake and ~
their range is presented in the following table:

Pressure
measured

Total

Static

+
Type of Picku size,

T

Ms.wfacturer
transducer lb sq in.

Strain-gage *5O Stathsm No. 131

Strati-gage *1O Control Engineering Corp.
C.E.C. No. 4-312 ~

m
The angular POSition of the mke was sensed with a slide tire with

built-in re~erenc~ markers indicating u-pto,75° of rotation. Using
solenoid valves and a vacmnn pump, the transducers were calibrated by

—

venting the reference side to the low-pressure source smd by assuming
that the pressure side was eqwl to test-ch@mber st”aticpressure. This
was done with the test chsmher open and with the engine on full after-

.-

burning at an altitude flight condition. The transducers ad slide wire . ‘ _
were located in air-emled boxes. The outputs from the transducers and
slide wire were recorded on a photographic recording oscilJ.ograph. The
reference pressure for the transducers was test-chamber static pressure.
For a flight inst@J_aticm, of course, this would be a different pressure.

Instrumentationused for measurement of timust with the swinging
rake is itemized in the folLowing table:

Quantity Type of Ihmiberof Remarks
measured Instrlmlent Instruments

Rake total Probe on rake 1 to 3 probes
pressure, Pr on rake

Rake static Static-pressure 1 to 3 probes
pressure, pr orifices on on rake with

probe body 4 to 6 ori-
fices per
probe~-

kference Static-pressure 1 Could be same as
pressure, pEf orifice smbient pressure

Anibientstatic Trailing static- 2 to 4 probes All tubes could be
pressure, PO pressure in plqne of tied to one

probes ejector nozzle transducer
1 in. from tip

Rake position Slide-wire 1 .-
potentiometer

-.

.

w

.
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m The hydraulic actuator used to swing the mke operated on a pres-
sure of 1500 pounds per square inch and was supplied with restrictions
that allowed the rake to tie a required traverse of the nozzle in 6
seconds or less. The rake was made of stainless steel and was not
cooled because the traverse was rapid enough to prevent overheating.
It was positimed outside the exhaust jet, except when traversing, to
keep it cool.

PROCEDURE

During the ejector evaluation when several engine-inlet flight con-
ditions were being simulated, the primary-pressure ratio was varied from
2.0 to about 10.5. The secondary-weight-flowratio was also varied from
0.07 to 0.27. While a steady-state data point was betig obtained for
use with the internal-pressuretechnique, the rake was swung through the
jet frcm right to left. Then, after appraxim.tely 20 seconds of cooling
time, the rake was returned across the Jet to its original position.
The data fran each traverse were reduced in the fo.llmdng manner: The
oscillograph traces of the swings were processed by reading the deflec-
tion of the pressure and position traces at selected time intervals with
a telereader machine. These readings were punched on ~ cards and fed
into an 18M 650 magnetic-drum data-processing mactie along with a pro-
gram to achieve a point-to-point integration of the thrust against axea
curve.

The data for the titernsl-pressuremethod were processed by taking
the pressures, temperatures, and so forth, ad cale~at~g the t-t
manually . For a lcmg program, however, this ctidbe done t~o@ a
data-processingmachtie.

RESULTS

Swtiging-Rake Technique

Assl.unptions for swingtig-rake technique. - Assumptions made for the
swinging-rake technique were as follows: Since the static pressure is
measked in a plane 3.5 inches downstrem of the total pressure> it was
assumed that the static-pressuremeasurement was valid and ctid be used
to correct the total pressure in the plane 3.5 inches upstresm. The
time-lag cmstants of the pressure systems were asswd to be negligible.
It was assumed that for the circular exit of this tailpipe the conditions
around any radius would be equal; thus, the conditions measured across
one dis.uetercould be applied to the exit area. It dSO WaS ass-d
that the ratio of specific heats y was constant for the entire swing.
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Effects of yaw angle. - The effect of yaw s.ugleon the variation of
the pressure-correction ratio with indicated-pressureratio is presented
in figure 4. The data points were obtained during the installati.cmof
the swinging rake in the NACA Lewis laboratory 8- by 6-foot supersonic
w5nd tunnel. The extrapolaticms of the data curves and the addition of

the curves for 15°, 17~0, and 20° ~gles of yaw in figure 4(a) were

guided by calibration data obtained in references 7 ad 8.

From figure 4(b) end reference 9, it was assumed that 20° of yaw
would not affect the total-pressure calibration.

Typical oscillograph trace. - A typical oscillograph record of the
position and pressure traces is presented in figure 5 for the swimg in
one direction. It should be noted that the places where the defle&ions
were read were strategically placed in order to obtain a good point-to-
point integration. The position trace is nearly linear with time.

Indicated-pressureprofiles. - The variatian of the indicated pres-
sures with radius from the record of figure 5 is presented in figure 6.
Note that the radius is given from the nozzle centerline. Hence, the
top and bottom probes never reach radii less than the fixed mtiimum
values. The variaticm h the indicated pressures for the top and bottcm
probes m the left side of the Jet should be noted. This probably is
due to sane asymmetry in the nozzle gecmetry or secondary-flow distri-
bution around the ejector. It is also possible that the rake body
actually was deflected akmg its axis because M a ccmibhatim of aero-
_c disturbances and thermal stresses as it entered the 36000R
high-velccity jet.

The effect of primary-nozzle pressure ratio cm the variation of in-
dicated pressure with radius for the center probe only is presented in
figure 7. Swings in both directions show good reproducibility except
for the left side of the Jet boundary. The profile of the low-pressure-
ratio case (fig. 7(a)) shows a marked asynmetry ccmpared with the higher
pressure-ratio profiles. A.nYslight ncmconcentricity of the nozzle
could cause this at these low-pressure ratios.

Sources of error in t-t messurement with swinging rake. - The
final thrust answer depends on which static-pressure calibration curve
is used. Stice the static pressure is used to correct the total pres-
sure for bow shock, it would seem that large thrust errors might accrue.
Figure 8 is presented to show the effect of percent error in static-
pressure measurement on the variation of percent error in gross thrust
per unit srea with true jet-exit pressure ratio. Fran this figure, it
can be seen that, at a pressure ratio of 10, a -&30-percenterror h
static-pressure measurement can make only a +2.2-percent error in gross
thrust.

8“

.
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u This effect of static-pressure change on thrust can also be shown
for experimental data. Using each of the static-pressure calibration
curves (fig. 4(a)), the gross-thrust vslues were calculated for each
point read on the oscillograph traces and were integrated point by point
over the area. (The methods used are reported in appendix B.) The
gross-thrust answers were divided into the reference thrust to form a
thrust-correlation factor, and the results for the one swing shown in
figure 5 are presented in figure 9. It can be noted from this figure
that using no calibration curve for static pressure results in about a
5-percent error. As the yaw-angle correction for static pressure in-
creases to 20° the thrust error decreases to 2 percent. The question of
which yaw-angle correction curve should be used was solvedby compsring
the corrected total-pressure profiles with the primry-pipe total pres-
sure as measured by the water-cooled rake.

Corrected-pressureprofiles. - The corrected-pressure profiles for
the swtig shown in figure 5 are presented h figure 10 for each static-
pressure yaw-angle calibration.

It should be noted that the peaks snd valleys h total pressure re-
flect the opposite trend in static pressure. As the yaw-angle correc-
tion becanes greater, the peaks and valleys level out and produce a be-
lievable average total pressure as compared with the water-cooled-rs.ke

total pressure in the primary pipe. This occurs at 17~0-yaw-angle cor-

rection. The primary total pressure is shown ti figur~ 10(e) for refer-
ence. The peaks sad valleys still occur in this figure but they can be
explained by the fact that the plane of the static-pressure orifices is
3.5 inches downstream of the plane of the total-pressure orifices. Any
formation of compression and expansim waves in the jet between the two
stations csn cause the wrong static pressure to be used to correct the
total pressure for bow shock. The true corrected total pressure should
be similar in shape to the indicated t~~sl-pressure profiles presented

in figures 6 and 7. Therefore, the 17= -yaw-angle correction was used

for the processing of the data.

It is realized that probably no pr-ry-total-pressure instrumenta-
tion would be available in a flight installation to check the correct
total-pressure level. From previous experience, flow yaw angles of 10°
to 20° should be expected and necessary calibration corrections should
be applied.

Thrust-correlation factors. - The variation of thrust-correlation
factor with prs-nozzle pressure ratio for all.the swings recorded
is presented in figure 11. S@ce SH but.two of the left-to-right points
fell.above the right-to-left points, it was suspected that there was sane
hysteresis in the position indication. With reference to the oscilLo-
graph traces, it could be seen that most of the left-to-right records
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showed some position-indication discontinuity aa the rske entered the
jet. The small _@osition-trace discontinuity shown in figure 5 caused the”
thrust-correlation factor to increase 2 percent (tailed symbol in fig.
11), from the right-to-left swing. The ~eatest discrepancy in tkmust
between swings was 8 percent. The smallest discrepancy is about 1/2
percent where no trace discontinuity was noticed. This position-trace
discontinuity was not present for say of the right-to-left traces. The
asymmetric profile presented in figure 7(a) probably causes the thrust-
correlation factor to deviate at the low @mary-nozzle pressure ratio.
It is quite likely that variations in pre9sure occur circumferentially
that are not accounted for by the rske swinging in one path. Since no
present airplane-engbe configuration would fly at this nozzle pressure
ratio, only preflight check data would be—dfected. T&refore, neglecti-
ng the left-to-right swings ~d the low ~r~ssure ratio, figure 10(b)-- 1
indicates that thrust could be predicted yith an accuracy of ~1~ percent,

if the proper yaw correction can be applied to the data.

Internal-PressureTechnique

Assumptions. - For this ejector smd for all high-performance air-
plane ejector confi~ations (where the boattail angles and, hence, the
ejector included angle deviate little from the axial ce-nterline),assump-
tions csm be made to elhninate much of tl& instrumentationformerly
needed to calculate basic primary and secondary flows. —

The first assumption is that the arithmetic average of the pressures
measured alcmg the internal surface of the ejector nozzle equals the in-
tegrated aversge of the pressures along the surface. .-

W“

-.
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The second assumption that canbe applied is that

F’p= f&x(LMPp - Po)

for the afterburning case. (Use 1.265 fok nonafterburning, ref. 7.)

The third assuurptionis that

As,x(Px - pO) = --$&~ +--As,x(px- pO)
)

An examination of the calculated data shows that this is a reason-
able assumption: For the ejector investigated,where the secondary-
nozzle included angle was not more than 1’2°when convergent or 6° when
divergent, the inequality in the equatiorrwas less th~ 3 percent for low
weight-flow ratios and less than 10 percent for hi@ wei@t flo~- fi .

—.

—
these cases, the resultant error to the gross
1
~ percent.

K%!
w.
4 %- .-

thrust would be less than
—
—

.
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By applying these assumptims, it would be necessary to measure
only primary sad secondary total pressure, ambient pressure, eJector
internal static pressure, and ejector geometry.

Thrust-correlation factors. - The results of this method of measur-
ing thrust are presented in figure 12 as the variation of thrust-
correlation factor with primary-nozzle pressure ratio. The circular
symbols indi~te data taken coincidentally with the rake swings. Other
data are presented to show that there is no effect of ejector gecm&ry
on the correlation. The maximum deviation of the data points from the
curve is about 1.5 percent. The increase in thrust-correlation factor
from 0.95 to 1.0 with pressure ratio could be due to increased leakge
h the primary-nozzle segments at high pressure ratio.

The two
table on the

SUMMARY m’ FmaJLTs

methods of thrust measurement are ccmpared in the following
basis of accuracy, ease of installation, calibration re-

quired, and so forth. Comparisons are presented so that the reader cam
be guided to his own choice.

BsOie ofCcmperleal mk-ernal-pressure methd SW511ging-rakemsthofl

Over-sll accuracy usingcmre-
I.aticmcurves

a; Percent U+ percent

CWer-eU accuracy withmt using I5 prcent I5 percent
correlatim curves I

%,remters that met affect Ecimery total pressure end ~-
thrust 13nsver nozzle erea

Total nm!ber of h#mxmen taticm Zo erra%
chsnuele, m33rhm -a ~

Ca!Qllcatimof h#ceJJStim Cooled rak for meaeurtig @mery total
(biggest problem) premure

CeJSbration for pressure inetru- Iio
mentaticm required (yaw and
supersmic flu.icorms ticne)

17vnberofpoeiticmcalibraticsls3: FIAxu.y-noszle titer, eemMary-
requirai nozzle diemeter, spacing ratio

Hunber of reoord potits to be 1 for eeeh dmuud of In.9hmentation
read for each data @nt

Race positicm I
4e.nd9 I

Yea

1: Rae position

40 to 60 for each cbmnel d
tit-ntat ton

imst-ntaticm effect m air- 17me
frsme external @g

tit depefi on cleenness of
inet.amtim d mtueti sna
rake

bst-ntation effect on eJI@JM very little; both primeIy ma Seeonaarywg onrakebodytiestimtea
thrust streems me low subsonic velocity at

titrLmEnt9tionstatlone
e to tit 2 percent of
Snglne thrust
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The difficulty in obtaining the respective correlation curves might well
influence the choice between the twosystems. Obviously a full-scale

--

engine-ejector calibration to determine a ctive similar to figure 12
would be more difficult to obtairithan the yaw-angle calibration of a

—

probe such as figure 4.

I?KEIBIGI’TI.ESFCR IMPROVTMiNT @’ METHODS ——

A more reliable position indicator should be incorporated on the _ “. .~
swinging rake. Possibly an angle sensor sh&mld he added to the rake
instead of one of the Pitot tubes so that proper angle corrections could
be made to the static-pressuremeasurement during the swing.

Another method of improvement to the accuracy of static-pressure
measurement h the swinging rake would be to put the orifices at least

—

8 tube dismeters back of the leading edge o~”the probe (ref. 4). Thisj
of course, has the disadvantage of making the axial distance larger be-
tween the measuring stations of the total and static pressures. The .-
diameter of the probe could be made smaller!to obviate this. However, ..__. ~
the pressures couldbe measured in the ssm-axial plane by separating —
the ~robes as in the follcmdng sketch:

Survey I

plane-

11
Rake
body

Static
probe

Total-
pressure
probe

Static
probe,

—

At each point during the swing, the static pressures could be aver-
aged since the statit-pressure gradient is not steep and the probes would
be at approximately the ssme radius from the-nozzle center. As a matter

—

of simplification,the pressure leads fran the statit-pressureprobes
could be tied to the same transducer snd the”approximate average static. —

pressure would result.
.—

=-—--

.—
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Another possibility would be to make an ogive-shaped probe. A
quarter-scsle model from reference 10 is sketched below:

DE=E=~ ‘g— —
Static survey plsme

11

Then, knowing the pressure distribution about an ogive-shaped body at
supersonic speeds from reference 10, a correction for the effect of
axial deviation could be made to the static-pressure measurement.

Another ~ssibility would be to incorporate a sonic aspirated
thermocouple and total-pressure probe on the rake. Rolls and Hav~ll use

one such type (ref. 2). However, the probe reported in reference 11 is
also another possibility.

Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for

Cleveland, Ohio, September
Aeronautics
20, 1957

“

*
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A area, sq ft

APPENDIX A

SYMBOLS

c chord length, in.

D diameter

F jet thrust, lb

g acceleration due to gravity, 32.17 ft~secz

NACA RME57H28

L spacing, axial distance between primary- and secondary-nozzle
exits, in.

2 radius of swing, h.

M Mach number

P total pressure, lb/sq f% abs

1? static pressure, lb/sq ft abs

R universal gas constant

t static temperature

w measured weight flow, lb/see

r ratio of specific heats for afterburning gas stresm, 1.27

e angular deflectim of swinging rake frcxucenter .oftraverse

Subscripts:

a,b,c,d internal stations

Calc calculated

Corr corrected

P primary

.

—

—

.

u

—
--

—..
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.

r indicated swingimg-rake measurement
.

ref reference

B secondary

w wall

x plsne of

o ambient,

Superscript:

averaged

.

primary-nozzle exit

or plane of secondary-nozzle exit

13
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METHODS (3?CALCUIYiTION

Swinging-Rake Pressure Corrections

for correcting swinging-rake indicated pressures is
—

The procedure .-
as follows:

(1) Form

(2) Read

bration curve

—1
(

the indicated pressure ratio pr/Pr )
—i

static-pressure correction ratio pr/pr,Corr from cali-

like fi~e 4(a)
P.

—

(3)

(4)
form the

Correct static pressure: pr,Corr =
G

Since there is no yaw correction for total pressure (fig. 4(b))

, dpr~new pressure rat io p~ co and ftid Pr/Pr,Corr from the

following relationships:
Y

.
where M is determtied fra.n

1L

afterburning case.

pressure Pr,coH =

and y is assumed 1.27 for

(5) Then correct total

Thrust Calctition for

Thrust at each point along the
fOllowing:

Swhging+ake Technique

traverse is then calculated from the —

z=pr[+mj+-+-po .

.

-.

.
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Area is determined from the radius of the probe from the center of
the nozzle. Radius is determined from the swinging-rake geometry and
the following equation:

Chord length = radius = 22 sin+ 0

nozzle

nozzle

Gross thrust is
parsmeter F/A

then determined
against area of

by a point-to-point
the entire swing.

Thrust Calculatim for Tnternal-Pressure

The thrust for the titernal-pressure technique
the following equation:

W& ~
‘talc =Fp+—– + AS,X(PX -

P#&x g
P(3)

of center

Jof probe during
swing

integration of the

Technique

is determined

+Aopo-

fran

J’‘(pa+~+pc+pd)%
0

The explanation for the further s~lification of this equation is con-
tatied in the Assumptions section of the RE3ULT!3. The simplified equa-
tion is

Fcalc=~x(l.2=p -Pol+A.,x(px-po) ->

The values of Px “wereobtained frcm the

in figure 13 of this report.

.

‘c)F 1pa+ph +pc+yd) - p.

pressure-drop curve shown
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